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Elevate Marketing has spent the last
semester developing a social media
campaign to better promote
Free People’s mission. The goal of this
campaign is to increase engagement
among key audiences and publics
through social media.
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Free People is a clothing and accessories brand that evolved in 2001 after its parent company,
Urban Outfitters, Inc., decided to expand and develop a new image. Free People focuses on
femininity, courage, spirit and adventure. It targets twenty-something-year-old women and strives to
deliver quality pieces. Opening its first boutique in 2002, Free People is Urban Outfitters, Inc.
fastest growing brand (Trefis). Free People is also the company’s only brand that is offered at
wholesale, meaning it can be sold by other retailers without having to open its own stores to sell its
products. This has allowed the company to expand the Free People brand to new markets like it did
in 2012 with the introduction of the brand into Asian markets such as Japan.
What makes Free People such a successful part of the Urban Outfitters company is the combination
of vibrant and trendy clothing paired with a unique shopping experience. For example, all of the
fixtures in a Free People boutique are handmade. Most Free People clothing is hand-dyed or handknit giving each piece a specific and unique look which gives each customer a distinct product.
According to freepeople.com, the brand strives to offer clothing for a woman who is both sweet and
romantic while also tough and tomboy-ish, allowing the brand to appeal the style aesthetics of every
woman.
Free People is present in all popular social media allowing it to reach as many of its customers as
possible. However, a major flaw is the absence of brand consistency. It mainly sells clothing and
accessories, but its social media is clouded and sometimes bombarded with posts about other
relevant but distracting topics. As an example, its Instagram account (@freepeople) consists of
pictures of motivational quotes, pets, music and sceneries, to name a few. Although it is entertaining,
it detracts from the main goal: to sell their products. Free People should instead incorporate more of
its products in these kinds of posts.
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Another major flaw is the lack of engagement between Free People and its followers. We would like
to see the brand interact more with its customers and followers by prompting questions on Twitter,
prompting style contests on Instagram, and promoting inspiration boards on Pinterest. These kinds of
promotions will keep Free People in line with its competitors. Customers will be more willing to interact
with Free People on social media if they are offered an incentive. We have seen promotions like this
done by many of its competitors, and customers responded. By creating conversation between fans
and Free People, the brand can more specifically define itself among the fashion industry.
Because Free People has such an established social media presence, we believe that creating a
campaign to target festival goers is the next logical step, and it will help to increase brand awareness
and engagement. Previously, Free People partnered with Coachella, a music festival in Southern
California. We recommend that it continues its presence at music festivals across the country. That is
why we have developed a three month campaign that will focus social media efforts at Bonnaroo, a
music festival in Manchester,Tennessee.
Based on our target audience’s interests, we will focus on Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest. Below are
four objectives that are necessary to meet our goal:
Objective 1: Increase cross promotion before, after and during the Bonnaroo music festival.
Objective 2 Target festival goers during the events through social media.
Objective 3: Increase brand awareness in order to attract more customers.
Objective 4: Increase engagement with audiences who are unable to attend the festival.
Fashion blogger Tennessee Bunny, Dakota Fanning, Kate Bosworth, as well as Free People bloggers
will serve as strong brand ambassadors and spokeswomen for this campaign.
The campaign will run for twelve weeks, starting in the middle of May and ending after the festival in
July. The main objective behind the timeline is to stress the importance of continuous conversation
and promotion throughout the campaign.
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Created in 2001, Free people is a retail organization working to design, create and sell
high-quality, affordable clothes for a girl who values “creativity, intelligence, and individuality” (Free
People, 2013). Today Free People has grown tremendously. In addition to wholesale, it has a
significant retail and online presence. It operate 75 stores in the U.S. and Canada, and its wholesale
teams have brought Free People to over 1,200 specialty boutiques and department stores across the
world.
Free People uses social media to reach women in their twenties who are interested in fashion and
creativity. They are free spirits who are adventurous, romantic and all things feminine but aren’t afraid
to let their tomboy side come out. Their key audience is a big fan of imagery. They prefer Pinterest
and Instagram to Twitter and Facebook although they are active on all accounts. For example as of
May 1, 2013, Free People’s Instagram account had over 638,000 followers and it’s Twitter account had
only 119,000 followers. Its audience likes to see images of travel, tasty recipes, art, store style, fashion,
home decor and they would never pass up “liking” a picture of cute pup walking down the street.
Although Free People does sell wholesale, their social media focuses more on gaining and retaining
individual customer relationships.
Free People isn’t a company that tends to do campaigns that reach it’s entire community at one
time. It focuses more on events going on in one particular city and develops its strategies and
concepts from there. Two months ago, Free People hosted Festivella, which plays off of the name of
the music festival Coachella. Festivella is a series of parties in several California Free People
locations celebrating festival garb (LA Racked). There was fashion shows inspired by festival-worthy
boho clothing, hair chalking how-tos, DIY flower crowns, braid bars and live music. The event started
March 23 and ended April 10. There was also a chance to win a 1,000 dollar FP gift card.
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Last March, Free People developed a small campaign that ran in its February, 2013 catalog. The
company brought in special guest model Christopher Abbott from HBO’s Girls. The idea was to create
a romantic love story between Abbott and Free People model, Shelia Marquez, to develop an
intimate concept for the Valentine’s Day catalog. The duo was so inspirational that Free People
decided to shoot their first ever short film starring the couple to create more buzz for the then
upcoming lookbook. The campaign was referred to as #Roshambo and was the official selection for
the 2013 International Fashion Film Awards as well as the selection for the 2013 La Jolla Fashion Film
Festival (Free People).
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A social media plan is important for this company because its target audience are young, hip
women who are out exploring life, which includes using social media sites. With Free People being
such a visual brand, we chose to focus our research and scope on Pinterest and Instagram. It is
associated with nearly 80 Instagram accounts managed by each of their stores (Instagram). Twitter is
another social medium that we could not ignore. Its Twitter bio states that, “The Free People woman
lives free through fashion, art, music, travel, and everything in between. She is a free spirit, pushing
the limits in the name of adventure” (Twitter.com/FreePeople). According to Twitter, there are 175
registered users of the site but 119 million users follow one or more account and 85 million accounts
with one or more followers (Golijan, 2012). Instagram has 90 million users who log on or check their
feed at least once a month (Lynley, 2013).
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Free People utilizes a plethora of social media tools to convey the messages of its brand to its
target audience. Key platforms include Google+, Youtube, Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram
and Tumblr. Its main website provides access through buttons to link their customers to all of their
social media accounts, which are equipped with current updates and many followers. However,
there are certain areas that have room for improvement.
As of May 1, 2013, its Google+ account had more than 1.2 million users follow its account with
postings that are similar to its Facebook and Twitter. Users are allowed to comment on each posting
and choose to like or share this post with their friends. This allows the Free People brand to expand
past its current customers. Its account provides contact information, photos, videos and posts by Free
People to give audiences a holistic feel to their brand.
Free People takes an additional step in investing in a YouTube account. Many users enjoy how-to
videos on YouTube and Free People targets those users. Its account uploads instructional videos on
hairstyles, makeup and fashion. Occasionally, it uploads humorous videos or live events. Customers
of Free People would definitely enjoy these step-by-step videos to achieving the overall looks of this
brand. Since they have purchased clothing and jewelry, all that is left are hair, makeup and different
options to complement their purchases. Its videos are trademarked with the Free People logo and
would serve to remind the viewers of its brand. YouTube users who are new to this brand can easily
look up more information about Free People through the links of its other social media on the
description section.
As of May 1, 2013, Free People had over 984,000 likes on Facebook. This account is used to
advertise their products, discuss lifestyle habits and corresponding with customers. Not only is
Facebook a great platform for answering questions, it is also very easy for customers to interact with
each other. Free People would post opinion based questions or lifestyle choices and encourage
interaction and traffic. Although these posts seem interesting and engaging, it is very easy for the user
to get sidetracked. A user may visit Free People’s profile page to look for promotions but instead get
distracted by its post about daily horoscopes.
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Free People’s tweets mimic its posts on Facebook. It is admirable that Free People keeps its message
consistent across the board. However, because the tweets are identical, the same problem occurs.
Its timeline is cluttered with tweets that do not relay its message back to its brand. Some examples
of its tweets include food recipes, fashion quiz links and inspirational quotes. A new follower may not
be able to identify what Free People does or is all about. A flaw that the account has is that there are
pictures posted through Twitter and others that are linked in from Instagram. It is advisable to keep all
photos in one account to keep it more organized and efficient. Also, it does not use hashtags well to
promote its clothes or even its brand in many cases. At any point when a tweet is introducing a new
arrival or promoting a sale, it is helpful to use hashtags. This attracts new users who are using these
keywords in the search engine when looking for bargains and good deals. Previously, we mentioned
a video campaign that Free People promoted last February. Due to its success, Free People
recently decided to shoot a follow-up video in Rio de Janeiro (Twitter.com/FreePeople). To promote
the campaign, it is using the hashtag #roshamborock. This hashtag is extremely specific and
confusing to customers who are unaware of the previous campaign. Also, it is not a hashtag that any
potential customer would search. A hashtag like #fahsionfilm would make more sense in this situation.
Free People is very active on Pinterest. As of May, 1, 2013 the account had over 125,000 followers. This
is more followers than the brand has on Twitter. It organizes its pins in categories such as FP Catalog,
Meadow, Editor’s Picks, FP Kicks, Adorn and Festival Fashion. At a glance, it is easy to tell that Free
People is a fashion related brand. With its carefully organized pins, it introduces customers to the type
of brand it is – multi-cultural, DIY, free and diverse. Its pins mainly attract women and captures their
attention by introducing them to interesting fashion styles or heart-warming pictures. Again, it is
crucial to keep in mind that the main goal of a clothing brand is to sell or to bring about action. It
provides its website under a short description of the brand as a pathway to police the users to
purchase items.
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With photos, Free People has accounts on Instagram and Tumblr. Its Instagram account is jumbled
with pictures of plants, pets and scenic views. This may cause a loss of the followers who are only
interested in Free People fashion. It also clouds the main reason of advertising and would probably
distract its audiences from making a purchase. It also fails to retain any useful brand related
information. Free People is also failing to use its Instagram account for promotional purposes. Many of
its competitors use this platform to engage customers. For example, fashion brand BB Dakota
frequently encourages its customers to take pictures of themselves in its clothing and then post the
picture to Instagram with a specific hashtag. It then offers a small prize to whomever puts together
the most stylish outfit. This is a fun way of turning customers into models and making them feel like
they are part of the brand. Free People doesn’t do anything like this, and it is missing out on a huge
opportunity. As for the Tumblr account, a majority of its posts are fashion related. Major sub-themes
are street styles, hairdos and latest trends. It has a lot of reblogs from other users, which is a segway
into new, untapped market. Followers of these users are introduced to Free People through its fashion
posts.
As a group, we agree that Free People does a very good job at creating posts that reflect what their
brand represents, where their inspiration comes from, and who a Free People woman is. The brand’s
Twitter posts often include links to their purchasing website as well as many posts concerning their
blog. All Twitter posts are very consistent and are meant to drive flow to the brand’s clothing,
accessories and the lifestyle of their target. Blog posts include tutorials, street style, music festival
news and reviews, fashion, food, beauty, DIY, and decor. As far as being on top of trends, Free
People keeps a close eye on what social media their target uses and therefore, the brand uses those
same sites to reach their target audience.
Free People’s main competitor is Urban Outfitters. One advantage Free People has over UO is that it is
available for wholesale, meaning it can be sold in retail stores as opposed to exclusively in Free
People stores. This allows the brand to reach more customers who do not have access to a Free
People store. It also allows the brand to be associated by other similar brands as well as the potential
for greater sales. The style of the two companies are very similar. However, Free People has a better
brand voice.
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They express who they are through their social media sites and are better connected to their target
market because of it. UO’s Instagram posts are very similar to Free People’s but UO shows more of
its merchandise than Free People. Also like Free People, most UO stores have their own Instagram
account. UO has its own blog too, but, it is very disorganized and feels cluttered compared to Free
People’s. Their blog centers more around music, movies, and fashion. It is centered around the brand
rather than the target’s likes and interests. Both companies sell to the same customers but Free
People sells only to women which is why their posts focus on a specific type of women, whereas UO
is more about an attitude or type of person. Urban Outfitters and Free People are owned by the same
company that owns Anthropologie and Terrain, Urban Outfitters, Inc.

WHY BONNAROO? :Because the brand ties closely to music and culture, we believe that Free

People’s social media presence at music festivals will be the best way to meet our goal. This
summer, hundreds of festivals and concerts will be held all over the country. Coachella came and
went so we decided that Bonnaroo would be the next logical place to leave Free People’s mark.
Bonnaroo is the next large festival to make headlines this summer. If the campaign is successful, Free
People can easily recycle the plan and make adjustments to appear at other festivals such as
Lollapalooza, Summer Fest, SXSW and Ultra in the future.
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